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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 336 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.When Kasey (K. K. ) Blakely closes the biggest
merger of her life, with Crawford Enterprises, she never expected to fall in love with her business
partner, Joshua Crawford. Hes brilliant, sexy and totally enamored with her. Its a lethal
combination for a sheltered heart. She knows mixing business with pleasure can be disastrous, but
takes a leap of faith and goes to Los Angeles. Two weeks to work on the new alliance of their
partnership and relationship. But when Josh walks out of the mens restroom on the heels of his
assistant, everything shed tried to avoid unravels around her. Confused and angry, K. K. turns to her
only friend to escape the nightmare that unfolds, her boyfriends brother, and well-known playboy,
Jake Crawford. Frantic to plead his innocence, Josh pulls out every stop to save his relationship with
the only woman hes ever loved. But tragedy strikes twice when her father falls ill and she has to
leave to go back to New York. Brokenhearted, K. K. , has to decide once and for all if shes going...
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Good e-book and helpful one. It can be writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. I realized this ebook from my i and dad recommended this book to
find out.
-- O z ella  B a tz-- O z ella  B a tz

Excellent e-book and useful one. It is writter in straightforward phrases rather than confusing. I am just very happy to explain how here is the finest
publication i have got read through in my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for possibly.
-- V iva  Schuster-- V iva  Schuster
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